
Cosplay Contest Policy:

In cosplay, every aspect of a character's appearance and behavior is carefully crafted to
recreate them as faithfully as possible, from the use of costumes, makeup, props, and
character voices to the embodiment of the character through acting techniques,
including perfectly styled hair and the use of masks. The combination of these elements
results in a fully-realized cosplay experience that goes beyond just wearing a costume.

Anime Corpus Christi offers a variety of ways to get involved with cosplay. Those
interested can fully immerse themselves by dressing up and participating in the
atmosphere, while others may opt to join one of the cosplay contests or show support
for fellow cosplayers.

Cosplay Rules:

*These rules are subject to change*

To participate in the contest, contestants must apply online before the event. Online
applications will close two hours before the start of the contest. Contestants should
arrive 45 minutes early to receive an entry number and be evaluated by professional
judges who will examine their costumes and ask questions. It is important to hold onto
the entry number, as it will be used during the contest which will begin after the
pre-judging period.

★ To enter the cosplay contest at Anime Corpus Christi, it is necessary to have a
ticket for the event on the day of the contest.

★ Costumes entered into the contest must comply with the rules regarding
coverage of "swimsuit areas" and avoidance of nudity. Costumes made entirely
of body paint are not allowed and will result in disqualification.

★ The use of inappropriate language or hand gestures is strictly prohibited and will
result in disqualification from the contest. In addition, such behavior may also
lead to expulsion from the event, and no refund will be provided in such cases.

★ To maintain a clean and safe stage, contestants are prohibited from using any
substances, throwing objects, or creating a mess during the contest.



★ For safety reasons, special effects such as pyrotechnics, fire, explosives, live
animals, and certain devices are not allowed during the competition. This
includes smoke/smog machines and flash paper/powder. Those who fail to
comply with this rule may face disqualification and possible expulsion from the
convention area.

★ All props must be tagged by our weapons check department prior to entering the
convention.

★ Contestants must enter and exit the stage through designated points and handle
their own costumes or bring a registered handler. A wheelchair-accessible ramp
will be provided. On-stage assistance is not available from Anime Corpus Christi.

This is a safe and family-friendly event. So, let's enjoy ourselves while following the
rules!


